
THE RIGHT       SOLUTION FOR

MULTIPLE  SPACE+

MULTI-SPLIT 
SYSTEM



ELECTRICITY COST REDUCTION SOLUTION

BEST INSTALLATION SOLUTION FOR MULTIPLE SPACE

Up to 66% Space Saving

275 Different Combinations

Up to 80m Piping Length 

Flexible IDUs Addition

Universal Indoor Units

Automatic Wiring/Piping Correction

20% LESS INITIAL COST
CUT THE COST OF PRODUCT DECREASE THE FEE OF INSTALLATION

INVERTER
QUATTROTM

UP TO 142% HIGH
COMBINATION RATE

The inverter compressor offers better efciency under partial output.  When not all the rooms 
require air conditioning, the multi-split outdoor  unit will run with partial output and lower 
the power consumption, while  for single split solution, each of the outdoor unit is still oper-
ating 100%  output with lower effciency. So it can save lots of bill cost.

EASIER OUTDOOR
UNITS INSTALLATION

The compact space, such as apartments, CBD offces and countryside  houses, needs area-eff-
cient installation solution. Midea Multi-split  unit saves up to 66% installation space of outdoor 
unit. It solves the  problems of multiple rooms cooling & heating with little available  space, since 
it's easier to place the air cabinet in balcony or just  outside of room. The whole space goes to be 
concise and aesthetic.

PARTIAL
LOADING

The inverter compressor offers better effciency under partial output.  When not all the rooms re-
quire air conditioning, the multi-split outdoor  unit will run with partial output and lower the 
power consumption, while  for single split solution, each of the outdoor unit is still operating 100%  
output with lower effciency. So it can save lots of bill cost.

WIDE OPERATION RANGE

Up to 25 stages (F1~F25) of compressor frequency, and the frequency range is from 20Hz 
to 105Hz, increasing by around 70%. More comfortable and energy saving due to smooth 
and accurate control.

25stages
Up to 25 stages（F1~F25）
of compressorr  frequency 

ACTIVE POWER FACTOR CORRECTION

The With advance active PFC control, the input current waveform and voltage waveform get 
phase synchronization, about 88% to 99% of  the input power supply is used effectively.

88% to 99%
It USES 88% to 99% of the input power effectively

PIPING LENGTH &  HEIGHT AUTOMATIC WIRING/PIPING  CORRECTION



Specifications

FLEXIBLE USAGE SOLUTION

High Wall  Split

EASY INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE

Spare 20% installation time and save maintenance labor with new  design and universal PCB

HIGH DENSITY FILTER

80% of dust and pollen will be cleaned and anti-dust effect increases  by 50%.

WIFI CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

With WIFI module inside, it realizes easy control with smart phone at  home or outside. Flexible combination and free collocation according  to your demand.

A6
Duct

AUTO AFV MATCH

Equipped with Auto AFV Match technology, A6 Duct is  programmed to deliver exactly enough airflow volume to  every room with lower noise level.

CONCEALED INSTALLATION

The thinner body dimension allows A6 duct to install in ceiling.  It's invisible and good for room decoration effect.

FLEXIBLE AIR INTAKE

The air can be taken in from back or from bottom, which can  fulfill different installation and decoration demands.

COMPACT
CASSETTE

COOLSURROUND

The Cassette's airflow design allows cool air to diffuse and sink  evenly, offering uniform cooling experience throughout the space.

LOUVER POSITION MEMORY

The louver will return back to its previous position when you restart  the AC, allowing you to enjoy your preferred coolness settings every  time you turn on the unit.

AIR SHARE OUTLET

Reserved external air duct should be more flexible for the air supply.

Indoor Units

The compact space, such as apartments, CBD offces and countryside  houses, needs area-eff-
cient installation solution. Midea Multi-split  unit saves up to 66% installation space of outdoor 
unit. It solves the  problems of multiple rooms cooling & heating with little available  space, since 
it's easier to place the air cabinet in balcony or just  outside of room. The whole space goes to be 
concise and aesthetic.

The inverter compressor offers better effciency under partial output.  When not all the rooms re-
quire air conditioning, the multi-split outdoor  unit will run with partial output and lower the 
power consumption, while  for single split solution, each of the outdoor unit is still operating 100%  
output with lower effciency. So it can save lots of bill cost.

The With advance active PFC control, the input current waveform and voltage waveform get 
phase synchronization, about 88% to 99% of  the input power supply is used effectively.



Outdoor units
RELIABILITY & DURABILITY SOLUTION  Specifications

-20°C 
XTREMEHEAT

Extraordinary performance means 70% of output capacity even under the out-
door temperature of -15°C and Midea multi-  split system keeps working under 
-20°C ambient temperature. So that the warm and comfortable indoor environ-
ment can  be guaranteed.

RELIABILITY
TECHNOLOGIES

RELIABLE INVERTER COMPRESSOR
The inverter compressor can withstand cold weather to keep oper-
ating. A wider frequency  range of compressor can raise the opera-
tion frequency to compromise the negative e ects  caused by bad 
conditions and ensure continuous heating.

HEATING BELT(optional)
The heating belt can ensure the good start-up of the compressor 
under extremely cold  conditions. It keeps preheating the remain-
ing engine oil in compressor to prevent any risks  from making 
impact on normal operation.

BASE PAN HEATER(optional)
The base pan heater can quickly melt snow and ice on the outdoor 
unit, ensuring its effciency  and constantly meeting winter heating 
requirements.

DURABILITY
TECHNOLOGIES

WIDE VOLTAGE OPERATION
The wide range of voltages that our units can operate 
under means they offer  increased suitability in areas 
with variable power supply conditions. A range  be-
tween 150V-260V is supported under 50Hz within a 
single phase condition.

GOLDEN FIN
TheThe indoor unit and outdoor unit of inverter Multi-split, 
both have the  golden fin. The unique hydrophilic 
golden coating on aluminum fin of the  heat ex-chang-
ers can help ODU withstand the salty air, rain and other  
corrosive elements and prevents IDU from bacteria 
breeding and spreading.  It also effectively improves 
the system's effciency.

-15°C
FROSTFREE

Midea Multi-split system remains 65% of output capacity under the outdoor tem-
perature of -15 C. The machine  decreases the speed of fan motor to restrain the 
heat exchange effciency of refrigerant pipe of outdoor unit. The  heat of refriger-
ant pipe reserves to protect the outdoor unit from frosting in cold weather. It can 
still cool the server  rooms as always.

65% OUTPUT CAPACITY
-15°C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

CONTROL
TALENTS

· Basic functions

· Follow me

· Weekly timer

· Auto AFV Match(Inverter Duct)

· Individual louver control(Cassette)

·Control up to 64 IDUs

·Control 1 IDU independently

·Control all IDUs synchronously

· All basic functions

· Economic Mode

· 2 swing control

· 24 hours timer

· Optional for all indoor  units

WIFI MODULE (OPTIONAL)

SMART DIAGNOSIS
A automatic monitoring 
system  detects and diagno-
ses 97 types of  errors at 
early stage and notifies  you 
via the smartphone app.

DOWNLOAD CONVE-
NIENCE
Google play/App store to  
download the smart air con-
ditioner control app  into de-
vices.

WEEKLY TIMER
Set the air conditioner's schedule 
for  a whole week. Choose when 
you want  it to turn on and off. 
You can enjoy the  com-fort that 
fits your schedule.


